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Approach – Answer : Sociology Mains Mock Test 2-(179) (2014) 

 

1. (a) Gender as a dimension of stratification:                                                                                                                10 

Approach: 

• Definition  of  ‘gender’ 

• The  emergence  of  ‘unequal  social  roles’ as  an  organizing principle  in  almost all  societies. 

• Areas  where ‘gender  inequalities ‘mostly observed: domestic  division  of  labour, paid  employment 

• ‘Patriarchy’  as  an  important  causal  factor  for  ‘ gendered  roles’ 

• Conclusion: Contemporary   changing    gender  roles  and  relationships. 

Answer: 

Gender refers to the ‘socially constructed’ aspects of ‘differences’ between men and women. The term has 

however become extended to refer to not only ‘individual identity and personality’ but also at the 

‘symbolic level’ to ‘cultural ideas’ and stereotypes of masculinity and femininity and at the ‘structural level’ 

to the ‘sexual division of labor’ in institutions and organizations. 

The feminist scholars, argued that women have been oppressed as a ‘class’ by men and ‘patriarchal 

structures’ are ‘geographically and historically’ almost universal. According to Ortner and Whitehead, in 

every human society, man and woman compose ‘two differently valued terms’ of a value set. ‘Male 

prestige’ is linked to ‘public roles’, whereas female prestige is defined in relation to men. The ‘female 

structures’ are therefore encompassed within the ‘male structures’. Gender has therefore, been 

conceptualized as one of the ‘prestige structures’. The ‘cultural valuation’ is the foundation for gender as a 

dimension of stratification. 

Feminist  sociologists, also   challenged  the  basis of ‘class’   solely  derived  from   man  s  occupations.’ ‘At  

the  structural  level, there  were  studies  of  the  ‘unequal  division  of  labor    in  the  household’  and   

‘discrimination    in  employment.’ The    ‘active  participation’  of  women  in  all  walks   of  life, the  

decrease  in   the  number  of  households  that  have  only   ‘male  bread  winners’,  and    passage  of    new  

laws, created  an  environment  for   women s  location  in  the  ‘ social  stratification.’ 

Gender, as  a   dimension  of  stratification,  has  been  analyzed  in  studies  of ‘labour  market’  and  

‘domestic  division  of  labour’. Women   still  experience  , a  number  of   inequalities   in  the  ‘labor  

market’, despite  possessing    formal  equality  with   men. The   main  ‘inequalities’  for  women  at  work  

are:  Occupational segregation   and    concentration in ‘part-time employment.’ Occupational  gender 

segregation refers   to the fact that men and women and concentrated in different types of jobs, based on 

prevailing understandings of what is appropriate ‘male’ and ‘female’ work. Many of the   jobs are highly 

gendered   and    are commonly seen as ‘women’s work’.  Ex.  Secretarial and caring jobs. 

‘Sex role  stereotyping’  and  ‘changes in the organization of employment’ have contributed to occupational 

segregation, both   vertical  and  horizontal. This  occupational  segregation  ,  by  gender  is one  of the  main  
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reasons ,  for  the  persistence  of  a  wage gap  , between  men  and  women . The  average  pay  of   

employed  women   , is  well  below that  of  men,  though  the   difference    has  somewhat  narrowed . 

Domestic  division  of labour ,is  being  renegotiated   between  men  and  women ,in  current  times  ,  due  

to  factors like   entry  of  women  in  the  ‘paid  labour  market’.   Research  has  however  ,  found  that  

‘division  of  labour’ within  households ,  varies  according  to factors  like  , ‘ class’    and  the ‘time   spent  in  

paid  work  by  women.’  Women ,  continue  to  shoulder  the  main  responsibility   for  most ‘ housework’.  

Married  women  ,  employed in  the  ‘labour  market’ do  less  domestic work  than   other , although  they    

always  bear  the  main  responsibility   for  care  of  the  home. 

Sylvia Walby  , argues  that   “patriarchy’’  is  indispensable   for an  analysis  of ‘ gender  inequalities’. She  is  

of  the  opinion,  that  there  has  been  a  shift  in  patriarchy  in  the  twentieth  century , from  ‘private  to  

public  patriarchy’.   Rather  than  the  ‘individual  male  patriarch’ in  the  household, the  ‘State’  and   

‘employment’ have  become  important  structures  of  patriarchy. 

Though   there  is  generational  difference  in  the  way,  older  and  younger women experience  ‘oppression 

‘,  its    effects  however  vary   according  to  various  other  variables  like  , ethnicity  and   class.  The  term  

‘gender’  has  however,  been  critiqued  for   seeing  the  ‘social’  as  completely   disembodied  from  the   

‘biological’. However, the move towards more ‘egalitarian relationship’ has been  an  important  contribution  

of  the  concept  of  ‘gender’.   

 

1. (b) Functions and Dysfunctions of a ‘Reference group’                                                                                             10 

Approach: 

• Definition of ‘reference group’ 

• Purpose of ‘reference group’ 

• Functions of ‘reference group’ 

• Dysfunctions of reference group  

• Conclusion: Contribution to ‘functional analysis’ 

Answer: 

A ‘ reference  group’ is  a  group   to  which one   always   ‘refers’  to   in   order to evaluate   one s   

achievements,  role-  performance, aspirations and ambitions.  Both   ‘membership’   and   ‘non-

membership’   groups   may    act   like    reference   groups.   According   to   Robert  .K. Merton  ,  reference   

groups  are  of  two   kinds . i) Positive   reference   group  ii)   Negative  reference   group .  

According  to  Merton  ,  the  ‘positive  reference  group ,’   is  one  which  one ‘ likes’  and   takes  seriously  to  

shape  one s  behaviour   and  evaluate  one  s  achievements  and  performances . It  involves  ‘motivated   

assimilation’  of  the   norms  of  the  group   and    the  standards   of  the     group  ,  as a  basis  of ‘ self  

appraisal .’   The  ‘negative  reference  group’  is  one  which  one  ‘dislikes   and  rejects .’ It   involves    

‘motivated    rejection’   ,  i.e.,  the  formation of  counter  -norms .   Therefore ,  reference    groups ,    have  

an   important   role  in  ‘shaping  one  s   behaviour’  in  society .  

The  ‘functions’  and  ‘dysfunctions’  of   a   reference  group  ,  can  be  understood  ,  with    reference  to  the  

‘social  structure  ‘  of    a   society. In  ‘open- structure’  based societies ,if   individuals    try to   emulate  the   

norms   and   values    of       non -membership  groups , it   will lead to  a    positive   attitude ,   enhancement 

of    social    status,     high  degree  of social   mobility,      social   cohesion    and   in    longer  time it   will    
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bring   social    change   in   society.   

For ex.  An  individual  from   ‘ lower  middle  class’  emulates  the  ‘norms  and  lifestyle’  of  middle  class  

individuals  and  tries   to   enhance  his   status . 

However,  in  ‘relatively  closed  social   structures’, reference  group  behaviour  could  be  ‘dysfunctional.’  If    

an   individual tries   to    emulate   the   ‘norms    and    values’   of    ‘non-membership  group’  it will lead 

to negative attitude   since   there is   very   less chance to be accepted by non-membership groups. This   is  

so  because  social  mobility  is restricted  .  Because  of  ‘anticipatory  socialisation’,  and  imitation   of    the   

values   of   a  non- membership  group, an    individual  would be disliked   by the members of his/her own 

group. According  to   Merton ,an  an  individual  would  be    reduced to    being    a    ‘marginal   man’.  It  

may also  lead  to  a  state  of   ‘social  tension  and  conflict .’ Ex.    In   traditional    Hindu  caste  society  , 

emulation  of  ‘lifestyle’  of  upper  caste    Hindus  ,  by     dalits . 

Another   ‘dysfunction’  of  reference  group  behaviour  ,   is  when  the  nature  of  the  reference   group  is   

of ‘ negative  nature’. Emulation  of  the  norms,  and  attitudes and    self  appraisal ,  could   be  

‘dysfunctional’ for the   individual.  Ex.  deviant   groups  ,  criminal  gangs.   

Thus, ‘reference   group ‘could  be  ‘functional’ and  ‘ dysfunctional’  for    individuals . The  ‘choice  and  

nature  of  the  reference   group’  and   the  ‘ social structure’  of  which  it  is   a  part ,  determines  it  s  

purpose . The  ‘functions’  and  ‘dysfunctions’  of    reference group  , is an  important  contribution   to  

Robert .K. Merton s  ‘ functional   analysis’. 

 

1. (c) Specificity Vs Diffuseness:                                                                                                                                           10 

Approach: 

• Description   of  ‘pattern    variables’  as  a    conceptual  tool,  in  understanding   social   reality 

• Characteristics   of   ‘specific  - diffuse’   pattern   variables 

• Examples   ‘specific   diffuse’  pattern  of  interaction 

• Conclusion :  Criticism  of  the  concept   of  pattern  variables  

Answer: 

Talcott   Parsons’ concept of    ‘pattern variables’   bridges    the gap   between  his    idea  of  ‘social   action’  

and   ‘social  system’ .  Pattern   variables ,  reflect  the   properties  of  all  ‘action   systems .’  

According  to  Parsons , ‘ pattern  -  variables’,   are  the  ‘fundamental    dilemmas    that    face    social  

actors    in   any  situation.’ These    dilemmas    emanate    from    strains   with   reference   to     an   

individual’s     preference    within    a    range of      orientations    related to   ‘needs’ and   ‘values.’   Talcott   

Parsons ,  recognised    ‘five  set   of  dilemmas’  . Though  , these  dilemmas    are   seen    dichotomously ,   

they   are placed  along  a  continuum .Each  side  of  it ,  represents  ‘one  polar  extreme.’ 

Specificity  versus  diffuseness ,  is  one  of the  five  pattern  variables  ,  identified  by    Talcott  Parsons .  It   

refers   to  the     ‘scope of  the    object   of   role   performance’.  Scope   is   to   be   understood   in   terms   

of   the  ‘nature’   of  social  interaction.  
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 In   ‘specificity’ ,  the      nature   of     interactions    is   defined    in   terms    of    a   ‘very    precise   context   

of  interaction.’ The      roles   are   very    specific   in    terms of    the   ‘standards    of    response’   between   

actors.   In  this ,  people   enter  into  relationships  ,  with   others  to  satisfy ,    ‘particular needs .’ 

For  ex. ,  the  relationship  between    ‘doctors    and    patients’   or   between ‘buyers    and    sellers’    of    

goods    in  the  market.  The doctor s   task    is  very  specific .  A doctor    does   not   have to   understand   

the social  or   financial   background of his /her patients in order to treat them.    So is the case of seller    of     

commodities     in the market, who    do    not have    to    know the general    details    of    the life   of   their  

customers. 

In ‘diffuseness’   the     role relationships     are     very   ‘general   and encompassing’   in    nature.    In these   

relationships ,  the   actor   does not interact     with    another     in  a    specific   context   as  such, but in a   

‘diffused  manner’  . The   scope   of interaction    is    ‘flexible,    open   and   encompassing   in  nature.’ 

These    roles involve   ‘several aspects’ of the object   of    interaction.     In  this  ,  people  enter  into  

relationships  ,  to  satisfy  a  ‘long  range of  needs .’ For   ex.,   role   relationship   of   friendship,  conjugal  

relationship,   relationships    between    kin    of     various degrees.  

‘Specific  patterns   of  interactions ,’   reflect  the  ‘role  relationships’  ‘role  performance’  and  ‘role  

expectations’  of    formal  organizations  ,  associations   and  such  social  systems . ‘Diffuse  pattern  of  

interaction ,’     reflect  ‘role   expectations    and  ‘role   performance’ of     social  systems  like    family ,  

kinship  groups . Thus  ,  this  particular   set  of  ‘pattern  variables ‘  as  a  set  of  dichotomously  placed    ‘ 

cultural  - values’  ,  help  in   identifying    the    ‘ nature  of    social    systems .’  

However ,  there are     limitations  of    pattern  variables  in   establishing  the  nature  of  ‘ social   systems’.  

Social  systems    are    often  characterised  by    ‘  ‘ combination  of    solutions’   offered   to  the  dilemmas .  

This   is so   because   in  real  life  , the   dilemma  of    choices    are    much     more ‘precarious’    and   ‘full   

of   strain.’  As  a  conceptual   tool ,pattern  variables  ,   though   greatly  contribute  to   the  theoretical  

understanding  of   social   systems .  

 

1. (e) Types of Mobility.                                                                                                                                                        10 

Approach: 

• Definition  of  ‘social  mobility’ 

• Types :Direction  of  mobility  , Modes of  mobility ,   Dimensions  of   mobility ,Range  of   mobility 

• Conclusion-   Indicative  of structure. 

Answer: 

Social  mobility,  refers  to  transition  from  one   ‘social  position’  to  another. It  generally  involves , 

significant  changes  in ‘life  chances’  and   ‘life  styles’. It  is  therefore,  the  movement  of  individuals ,  but  

sometimes  of  whole groups,  between  different  positions ,  within  the  system  of  social  stratification,  

in  any  society .  

Depending  upon  the Direction of change in the social position, a distinction is made between ‘horizontal’ 

and ‘vertical’ social mobility. 

According to Pitrim  Sorokin, Horizontal social mobility means the transition of an individual or social object 

from one social group to another situated on the same level. 
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� For example: transition of individuals from one factory to another in the same occupational status, from 

one citizenship to another, from one family or another by divorce or remarriage etc. 

Anthony Giddens defines horizontal mobility as lateral mobility involving geographical movement between 

neighbourhoods, towns or regions. 

Pitrim  Sorokin defines Vertical social mobility, as the relations involved in a transition of an individual (or 

social object) from one social stratum to another. According to the direction of the transition involved there 

are two types: Ascending (Social climbing) and descending (social sinking). 

� For example: A promotion or demotion, a change in income, marriage to a person of a higher or lower 

status, a move to a better or worse neighbourhood. It therefore involves a movement which ensures 

enhancing or lowering of rank.  

According to Anthony Giddens, those who gain in property, income or status are said to be upwardly 

mobile, while those who move in the opposite direction are downwardly mobile. Giddens observes that in 

modern societies, vertical and horizontal (lateral) mobility are often combined. Often one leads to another. 

� For example: A person working in a company in one city might be promoted to higher positions in a 

branch of the company in another city. 

Depending    upon   the  ‘Modes  or  Forms  of  change  of  social position experienced by an individual or a 

group, Ralph Turner has suggested two ideal-typical normative patterns of upward mobility: ‘Contest 

mobility’ and ‘Sponsored mobility’. 

In case of contest mobility, an individual or a group through its own efforts and achievements actualize 

mobility. 

� For example: According to Turner, Contest mobility is characteristic feature of Society of United States.  

A person becoming a civil servant in India. 

Under sponsored mobility, instead of the strivings and efforts of the depressed categories it is being granted 

or offered by either already entrenched higher social groups or government/society at large in terms of 

certain criteria. 

� For example: A man inheriting the property of his wife after marriage leading to the change in his social 

position. Elite self-recruitment, whereby members of wealthy and powerful groups are drawn from the 

children of those who already belong to such groups. 

Based on the ways  of studying the phenomena of social mobility, Sociologists have distinguished between 

‘Inter-generational mobility’ and ‘intra-generational mobility’. 

Study from the standpoint of changes over the lifespan of an individual is a case of intra-generational 

mobility study. It isalso known as Career Mobility. 

� For example: When a poor harijan from the village becomes an IAS officer or a minister. 

If the study is undertaken from the standpoint of changes within family over two or more generation, it is 

known as inter-generational mobility study. 

� For example: When the child of an industrial worker becomes a wealthy businessmen or lawyer. 
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When people move up or down the social scale, they may travel through one or many strata. The social 

distance thus covered is denoted by the term ‘range’. Based on the    Range of the social mobility, the 

sociologists have distinguished between ‘Absolute’ social mobility and ‘Relative’ social mobility. 

Absolute mobility measures whether (and by how much) living standards in a society have increased—

often measured by what percentage of people have higher incomes than their parents. The more absolute 

mobility there is, the better off the population is than their parents, and their children will consequently be 

better off than them. 

� For example:  According to D.V Glass study of 1949, 7.1% of sons of class-7 fathers (the lowest class, 

containing unskilled and semi-skilled manual workers) were in class-1 (the highest class. 

Relative mobility refers not to the total amount of social mobility, but to the comparative chances of those 

from various class backgrounds reaching a particular position in the social structure. Relative mobility refers 

to the fluidity of a society.  If  one  moves  up,  there  may  be   others  who have  moved  down. 

Therefore, implicit  in  the  notion  of   social  mobility , is  the  recognition  of  ‘gradation’  in  any  society .It   

is thus   a  feature  of  all  societies  ,simple  complex   and  traditional  or  modern  societies . It  plays  a  vital  

role  in  understanding  the  structure  of  any  society  and as  highlighted  by  Ken  Roberts ,  the  

opportunities  to  people  to  achieve  higher  status. 

 

2. (a) Examine how according to Talcott Parsons ‘pattern-variables’ lead to the understanding of different 

empirical social - systems.                                                                                                                                                25 

Approach: 

• Relevance   and   definition   of    concept   of  PV   in  Talcott   Parson s  work. 

• Brief  description  of  the   Five  PV  

• Their role   in  describing   Social  systems, through  the  concept  of ‘Social  Structure’ . 

• Four   empirical   systems   described  by  Parsons . 

• Conclusion :  Limitations  of  PV  as  a concept  in  describing  empirical  reality . 

Answer: 

Pattern  variables  refers  to  a set   of  concepts ,  which    reflects   the  ‘properties  of  all  action  systems’, in  

Talcott  Parsons   Theory   of  ‘Social  Action .’   According  to   Parsons ,in   the    performance of roles,   

individuals    face   ‘dilemmas’    which   occur     due    to    ‘ improper    internalisation    of    values’    related   

to ‘role -expectation.’ These   strains   in   the   ‘role  performance’   are  reflected  in five   sets  of   dilemma,  

placed  dichotomously,  with   each side  representing   one polar extreme.   The   social   actor   has   to  

‘choose’   one  side  before  the   actor   can  act .  The   five  pattern  variables  , as  listed  by  Parsons    are  : 

i. Affectivity   versus    affective   neutrality 

ii. Self-orientation   versus     Collectivity   orientation 

iii. Universalism      versus      Particularism 

iv. Ascription     versus        Achievement 

v. Specificity       versus          Diffuseness 

1. The  ‘dilemma’   of role performance  is involved in relation to a   ‘situation’ i.e., how  much  should  a  

situation  be  evaluated  in  ‘emotional  terms  or  with  a degree  of emotional   neutrality.’ 
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2. In this the main issue is that of ‘moral standard’ in the procedure of evaluation.   

3. In this, role situation the actor’s ‘dilemma’ is between the ‘cognitive versus the cathective. 

4. Here   the   dilemma    is   whether   or   not  the actor   defines the objects of his or her role    in terms of  

‘quality  or  performance.’ 

5. In  this  the  dilemma  is  to  be  understood  in terms  of  ‘ nature  of  social  interaction’ or in  other  

words  ,  the  scope  of  the  object  of  role performance  

The Pattern variables,   therefore   according to Parsons,  define    the  nature  of   ‘role  interaction’ and ‘role 

expectations’ in social system. It   provides   the   overall   direction   in     which   most   members of a social 

system choose their roles. It   therefore   gives    us    an   idea     about    the    nature    of    the    social 

system. They, help  us   to  identify  different  types  of  ‘structures  of  social  systems’.   ‘Social   structure’ ,  

refers   to   the  specific  manner  in which  ‘roles in  an  interaction  situation  are   configurated  or  

composed ‘.  

In  his  book,  ‘The  Social   System’,  Talcott  Parsons  ,  himself  mentions ,  many  types   of  empirical   social     

systems,  with   different   ‘clusterings  of  social  structure  .’ He  mentions  four  such  types :  

i. The Universalistic -achievement pattern 

ii. The Universalistic-ascription pattern 

iii. The Particularistic-achievement pattern 

iv. The Particularistic- ascription   pattern 

1. It is a type of ‘structure of social system’ in whose roles    those    ‘value   orientations’  are   dominant  

which  encourage achievement based on ‘legal rational methods’ among members of a society .ex. 

American  society. 

2. It is yet another type of configuration of roles which makes a  social system in which values    of   ‘legal 

rationality’ are encouraged in performance of roles    but   the distribution of authority   is    not on the   

basis of equality or democracy. Ex. Nazi  Germany. 

3. This type of social structure,  is  best  seen   in the   classical Chinese society. This  society was 

dominated by values of ‘familism’ ,  but  at the same  time , the society  emphasised     achievement  and  

a  code  of propriety ,in  the  conduct  of roles. 

4. It refers to such types of social structures in which the    roles are organized in terms of values,  

associated   with   kinship,   birth and   other  ascriptive  features. Achievement   through   individual  

effort   is  not  encouraged. ex.Spanish  Americans  in  USA,  traditional  Indian caste system. 

The   Pattern – variables,    can   , thus   help us to    identify   different    types     of structures    of    social    

systems,  their    social   characteristics     and   their  place    in  society. However,  in  real life  ,the   ‘dilemma  

of choices’  in  terms  of  pattern variables  are  much  more  ‘precarious’ and  ‘full  of  strain’  than  

,emphasised  by Parsons. The   empirical  social    systems  as   described  by Parsons , may in  real life  

settings  , show  variations ex. Racism   in     American  society,   mobility  in  Indian caste system.    Social  

reality   has   however ,  become  very   complex  ,  especially  due  to   rapid  pace  of  ‘social  change,’ in  the  

wake  of  an  increasingly  globalizing  world .It  is  therefore ,  very  difficult  to  identify  social  systems  ,  

with  a  pre - dominant   ‘cultural  value’  defining  them. 
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2. (b) Distinguish between ‘latent and manifest functions.’ Explain how has Robert K. Merton’s 

conceptualization of ‘latent-manifest functions’ contributed to the ‘functional analysis.’                               25 

Approach: 

• Definition     of   ‘manifest / latent’  functions. 

• Difference   between    ‘manifest /latent   functions .’ 

• Importance  of     the  concept  of  ‘  latent   function’ 

• Contribution  of  the  concepts  in  broadening   ‘functional   analysis’. 

i. Irrational  becomes   meaningful   ii)  new  area  of  sociological  enquiry   emerges  

ii. Realm  of  Sociological   Knowledge   expands . 

• Conclusion:   Criticism. 

Answer: 

In sociological   analysis , ‘functions’ are   those ‘observed consequences,’ which make for the ‘adaptation or 

adjustment’ of  a  given  system.  Robert .K. Merton,  taking   the  ‘functional   analysis’  to  a  new  level  ,  

distinguishes  between  two   types  of  functions ,  ‘latent  and  manifest’.   

 Both   manifest   and   latent   functions , refer   to  the  ‘ objective, observed consequence which makes for 

the ‘adaptation or adjustment’ of a given system. However, there  is   one important  ‘point of   difference.’ 

 The manifest   functions are  ‘intended   and  recognized ‘  functions  of  any  social  institution  or  cultural  

practice.  The   latent   functions  are  ‘neither  intended  nor  recognized.’   

 Whereas the participants are  ‘aware’ of the manifest function, they are not aware of the latent functions.  

This is    because the participants     can see    what   is immediately   visible; they    cannot    always    see    

the ‘deeper or   latent   meanings’ of   what   they   do.  For    ex. The ‘manifest  function’ of slavery,  was  to 

increase  the  economic  productivity  of  the  south, but  it had the  ‘ latent  function’ of providing a vast 

underclass  that   served to increase the social status of  southern whites, both  rich and  poor.   

 Therefore,   for  the social  scientists  , the task is   to go beyond the   ‘common sense perception’ of the 

participants    and see the  ‘ latent consequences    of    social    practices.’ Sociological   analysis    is   

required to   ‘uncover the   unintended   consequences’   . For   many   this   is the very   essence   of  

sociology . Peter   Burger  ,calls    this as   “debunking,” or looking     beyond     stated     intentions    to  real   

effects. 

 Merton   however   ,made a  distinction   between   ‘latent  functions’  and ‘ unanticipated  functions ‘. A 

‘latent function’ is ‘one type of unanticipated consequence ,   one that   is’ functional   for the designated 

system.  But   ‘unanticipated  consequences’  are   those, that may  be   dysfunctional for a designated 

system.  

 Therefore,   by  evolving  the  notion  of  ‘latent  function’  , and  distinguishing  it  from    ‘manifest  function’, 

Merton  has  given  a  new  meaning to  ‘ functional  analysis’. According  to  Merton , this  distinction   helps  

us  go  beyond  the  ‘ common  sense  perception  of the world’.  The  concept  of  ‘latent  function’  enables   

us   to see   the ‘deeper, hidden meaning’   of  many of   our   social practices    and cultural  beliefs.  As  a 

result  ,  the  ‘realm  of  sociological    knowledge  and  enquiry’   , begins  to  expand .   

              The distinction between  ‘latent  function’ and   ‘manifest   function’ helps the sociologist to make his or her 

presence felt as a   ‘critical  analyst’. Once one  is  aware    of the notion of latent function, one   would not 
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be  tempted to regard everything that does not have an immediate, manifest function as   simply   

‘irrational’.  

              Ex .The  ‘Hopi  ceremonials’  are  designed  to  produce  abundant   rainfall .The  rainfall  however  ,  does  

not  depend  on  the  ceremonials  and  one  may  conclude  that  the ceremonials   reflect  nothing  except 

an irrational, superstitious belief of the primitive folk.  Merton ,  however  ,  wants  one  to  see  something   

‘deeper’  in these  ceremonials .   The   ceremonials  do  not  produce   rainfall , but    they  enable  the  

scattered members of the group to   ‘ assemble   together’ and   engage in a common activity. This 

reinforces their ‘group identity and solidarity,’ which  is   the  ‘ latent’  function   of  the  ceremony . 

Therefore ,  what    appears  ‘irrational’  becomes  meaningful. 

 With the   notion of latent   function,  ‘new  areas of enquiry worthy of exploration’   are discovered. 

Sociologists are not satisfied by ‘external  appearances’ alone  and  they   delve into the  hidden meanings 

and aspects of ‘cultural items and social practices.’ Thus, they are interested even in those realms    that    

may   not have   the slightest   appeal to   the   practical  person  ,  who  is  concerned  with  the  here  and  

now  of  the  ‘manifest  world’. 

 For ex.  Commercial films may be absurd,   with their implausible stories, music   ,  dances  and fight scenes,  

but    they may still have some  ‘positive function’. These films   celebrate the ultimate   triumph of   good   

over evil, and reinforce   ideals   in a rapidly changing world. Thus ,  commercial  films   may  have  a ‘latent  

function’ . Therefore  ,  a  new  area  of  ‘sociological  enquiry ‘emerges    , the  study  of   commercial   films . 

              Merton, further   argues   that  the   distinction between   the latent    and   the manifest function   helps   the 

sociologist    to    ‘widen     the    horizons  of     sociological    knowledge.’The  ex.  is  from  ‘Theory  of    the  

Leisure    Class’, by   Veblen  , in  which  the author  examines  the   ‘latent  function’   of the  pattern   of 

‘conspicuous   consumption’.              

              According  to   Veblen,  people buy new models of car or TV sets   ,not    solely because they want 

transportation  facilities or they want to know about the world, but also because it helps them to  ‘reaffirm 

their high social status.’ Therefore  ,  buying costly  goods serves the latent function of reaffirming ‘one’s 

higher social status or one’s hegemony’. Therefore , sociologists ,with  the  concept   of  ‘latent  function’  

help us to increase our ‘ knowledge about the world,’ the consequences of our beliefs, cultural practices, life-

styles. Thus   ,  the  ‘realm  of  sociological  knowledge  increases’. 

              The   concept  of  ‘latent  and  manifest   functions’   evolved  by   Robert .K. Merton  ,  has  therefore  given  

greater ‘significance  and  relevance’  to  the ‘ functional  analysis’   in  understanding  social  reality . 

Critiques  have  however  , pointed  out that  ,  Merton s  concept of  ‘latent  functions’  has  been    dealt  

with   vaguely .He  has  nowhere  precisely outlined   a  ‘methodology’   by  which  ‘hidden  or   deeper  

meanings’  can  be  discovered  by  the  researcher.  As   a  result , varied  sociological  interpretations  can  

be  formulated .However ,  it  helps  in  adding  a  ‘new   dimension’   to  the  understanding  of  social  

phenomena ,   which  may  otherwise   remain  unexplored. 
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3. (a) According to Robert K. Merton, deviance results  not from pathological personalities but from the 

‘culture and  structure of society itself’. Evaluate Robert K. Merton’s ‘middle range theory of deviance’.   25 

Approach: 

• Description   of   ‘middle  range   theory’,  in   theory   formulation   in  sociology 

• Sociological  explanation  of  ‘deviance ‘  through  ‘functionalist  analysis’    on  the  basis of    study  of  

‘American   society’. 

• The   culture  and  structure   of  ‘American  society’  and   the   five    types    of  deviance . 

•  Conclusion:   criticism  and  contribution. 

Answer: 

Robert  .K. Merton  s  , ‘ middle range theory’  is   opposed  to  ‘abstract  theorizing’, which  are  a  ‘total  

theoretical   system’  covering  all  aspects  of  social  life . According  to  him ,  sociologists  should  

concentrate on  ‘measurable  aspects  of  social  reality’, rather  than    attempting  to  explain  the’ entire  

social world.’  These  theories  transcend   sheer description  of social  phenomena, and  are theories ,  from  

which  specific ‘ hypothesis’  can    be derived  and   ‘empirically  tested ‘.  Robert .K. Merton s ‘theory   of   

deviance ‘,  has  been  derived  from  the  study  of   ‘ American   society ‘.  An  attempt  has  been made  to  

‘integrate’  a  theoretical  position  with  empirical  observation . 

Beginning    with   the  ‘functionalist     analysis ‘ Robert  .K. Merton  ,  argues  that  ‘deviance  results    from   

the  culture   and  structure  of  society  itself.’  Deviance   is therefore   , ‘relative   and    can   only    be   

defined   in relation   to   a   particular   standard   and   no   standards  are   fixed  or  absolute’.    Taking   

the   ‘functionalist    position’,  of  value  -consensus , Merton  argues  that  , all  members  of  the  society  , 

share  the ‘ same  values’  (cultural  goals),  however,  since  members  of  the  society  are   placed  in  

‘different  positions’  , in  the  social  structure  ,they  do not  have    the  same  opportunity    of  realizing  the   

shared  values .  This   situation    generates   ‘deviance’. 

Basing  his  study  on the  ‘American  Society’, Robert  .K. Merton, opined    that  members  of  the  American 

society share the ‘major values’ of   American culture. They share the   ‘goal   of   success’, which is largely 

measured in terms of   ‘wealth and material possessions.’ All   societies have  ‘institutionalized means’ of 

reaching culturally defined goals.’ In America, it  is   through education, talent, hard work, drive, 

determination and ambition.  In  any  ‘balanced  society ‘,an equal emphasis is placed upon both ‘cultural 

goals and institutionalized means’.  However  , in   America  ,  great importance is attached to ‘success, and    

relatively     little importance    is given to the ‘accepted ways’ of achieving success.   Therefore , American 

society is    ‘unstable   and   unbalanced.’ In  a  situation ,  where  rules  cease  to  operate  , a  situation  of  

‘normlessness’  or  ‘anomie ‘results  and  ‘deviance ‘is  encouraged . 

              According ,  to  Merton  individual members of   a  society  will respond to a situation of ‘anomie’ in different 

ways and   their reaction  would   be shaped by their position in the ‘social structure.’ .He   outlined five 

possible ways in which members of American society could respond to ‘success goals.’   

               The first and most common response   is conformity.   Here  ,members of  a  society conform both to the  

culturally   defined   goals,  and  the  institutionalized means  to  achieve  them.. 

              A second response is innovation.  It   rejects   ‘normative means’ of  achieving  success and turns to deviant 

means, in particular, crime. According to  Merton, members of the lower social strata,  who   have  little  

access  to  conventional  and  legitimate  means  for  becoming  successful,  are most likely to respond  in  
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this  manner. However  , Merton  , argues   it  is  only  those   in  the   lower   strata  , who  have    been  

‘imperfectly   socialized’ ,  who  innovate ,   

               The third response is ritualism. Deviance   results   from   abandoning  the  success goals. It  is  greatest   for  

members of the ‘lower middle class’ whose occupations provide less opportunity for success . They are low-

grade bureaucrats, ultra-respectable. Unable  to  innovate  ,  they   scale  down  the  ‘success  goals’.  

 The   fourth   response   is retreatism. They have   strongly internalized means, yet are unable to achieve 

success. They resolve the conflict by abandoning both the ‘goals’ and the ‘ means’ of reaching them.  Merton 

does not relate   retreatism   to  any  ‘ social class position’.  It  applies to  psychotics, , outcasts, vagabonds, 

tramps, chronic drunkards and  drug addicts. 

 Rebellion forms   the fifth   response. It is a   ‘rejection’ of both the success goals and the institutionalized 

means, and it replaces   them   with ‘different   goals   and   means’. According   to   Merton, it is typically 

members of ‘a rising class’ rather than the most depressed strata.  

Robert. K. Merton,  thus  through  his analysis showed how the’ culture and structure’ of  a  particular   

society generates   deviance .  The  theory  of  deviance ,  which  establishes  that  deviance results   not  

from ‘pathological  personalities ‘ but  from  the  ‘culture  and  structure ‘  of    societies, can   be  empirically  

tested  on  other  societies .. 

Robert .K.Merton s  theory  of  deviance  ,  though   was  a  departure from constructing    ‘total  theoretical  

systems’  in  explaining  social  phenomena ,  yet  suffered  from  certain  deficiencies .  He  has  been  

criticized  for  assuming  that  there  is  a  ‘value  consensus’  in  American  society  and  that  people  deviate 

only  because  of  ‘structural  strain’.    

According  to, Taylor  and Young  , Merton  s   theory  cannot   account  for ‘politically  motivated criminals,’ 

such as freedom fighters, who break   the    law    because  of  their    commitment   to   the    cause rather  

than  the   effects   of   anomie. Albert  Cohen  , questioned  if  ‘non  -utilitarian   crime ‘  , such  as  

vandalism, were   directly    motivated   by  the  ‘success  goals’   of  the  mainstream  culture .  

Some    critics,  have   questioned   Merton s   explanation  of   empirical  reality ,  by   arguing  that  , his 

theory,  over  predicts  and  exaggerates   ‘working  class   crime’   and  under  predicts    ‘ middle  class   or  

white  collar   crime .’ 

The  ‘positivist  approach ‘ implicit  in  Merton  s  theory  of  deviance  has  been  questioned  by  critiques .  

According  to  the  ‘interactionists’,  deviants  do  not  simply passively   react  to  the ‘external  forces’,  and  

they  stress  on ‘internal  factors’.  Deviance  is  rather  produced  ,  by  a  process   of  ‘  interaction  between 

the   potential   deviant  and    the  agents of  social  control ‘   

The  ‘sub  culture  theorists ‘ have   criticized  Merton  s  theory  of  deviance  ,  by  explaining  deviance  ,  

through    commitment   to  the  norms  and  values of  the ‘sub  culture’  group   to  which  an  individual 

belongs ,  rather  than  the  class  position  on  the  whole .        

However  ,  some  empirical  support  for  Merton s   theory  has   been  provided    by  , Hannon  and   

Defronzo. The  emphasis through  the  ‘middle range   theory’  on  the  study  of  specific  aspect  of  social  

reality   ,  through    ‘empirical observation’ ,   has  hugely  contributed     towards      making  sociology  ,an  

‘empirically  orients  discipline ‘.  Merton  ,  argued that   the  theories  ,  thus derived  could  be   eventually 

consolidated  in  ‘general  theory of society ‘.  The   sociological   theory  of  deviance,  thus remains  one  of  

the  most  plausible  attempts  to explain  ‘ crime rates in  whole  societies .’   
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3. (b) How does G. H. Mead’s theory of ‘Self and Identity’    contribute to      'Symbolic   Interactionism’?       25 

Approach: 

• Basic  tenets  of  ‘Symbolic  Interactionism’ 

• Basic  premise  of  ‘Self  and  Identity’: 

i) Emphasis  on  ‘individual ‘  as  the   basic  unit  in  society . 

ii) Importance  of  ‘symbols’  in  enabling   interaction    with  social  and  physical  world 

iii) ‘Role  taking’-    ‘meaningful  Interaction’  

iv) Leads    to     development   of    ‘Self’ , through  two  stages : Play   stage ,  Game  stage 

v) ‘Self’   -     Basis  of    thought  ,  action  of  an  individual  and  the  foundation  of  society  

vi) ‘Self    and  Society’ ,  interacts  continuously. 

• Conclusion:  critique   &  significance. 

Answer: 

‘Interactionism’ is concerned with ‘interaction’, which means   ‘action between individuals.’ Action is 

meaningful to those involved   and   an understanding of action requires an interpretation  of  the 

‘meanings’ that the actors give to their activities. From   an   ‘interactionist   perspective,’ action proceeds 

from   ‘negotiated  meanings’ which are constructed   in ‘ongoing interaction situation.’ The  emphasis  is  

always  on      small  scale  interaction   rather  than  ‘society’   as  a  whole.   

 George  Herbert  Mead  has   made  important  contributions to   ‘Symbolic  Interactionism’  through  his  

theory  of  ‘Self   and   Identity’. According  to   Mead,  human  thought ,  experience and  conduct  are 

essentially  ‘social.’  They  owe  their  nature  to  the  fact  that  human  beings  interact  in  terms   of 

‘symbols’, the  most  important  of  which  are  contained  in  language . 

 Symbols provide the means whereby humans can   ‘interact meaningfully’   with their natural and social 

environment.  Symbolic interaction is necessary since humans have no instincts to direct their behavior. 

Social life can only proceed if the meanings of symbols are largely ‘shared’ by members of society. 

 However, common  symbols  are   not  sufficient  for  interaction , and   in order for interaction to proceed, 

each person involved must   ‘interpret the meanings and intentions of others.’  This   is      accomplished  by 

means of a process that Mead termed ‘role-taking’. Role-taking involves one person taking on the role of 

another by ‘imaginatively placing themselves in the position of the person’. On the basis of this   

interpretation they will make their response . The latter   will then take their role, interpret   their response 

and either continue or close the interaction. Therefore , human interaction can be seen as a  ‘continuous 

process of interpretation, with each taking the role of the other.’ 

              Mead argued that, through the process of role-taking, individuals develop a concept of ‘self’. By placing 

themselves in the position of others one is  able  to look  back  upon  oneself.  He   distinguished  two aspects 

of the  ‘self’; ‘me’  and  ‘I. Me ’is the  definition of oneself   in a specific  social role. The ‘I’ is  the  opinion of   

oneself   as a whole.  It   Is built up from the reactions of others to us. 

              The ‘Self’ is not inborn, it is learned during ‘childhood’ and   according  to  Mead, there  are  two main stages 

in its development. The first   is   known   as  the  ‘ play stage. It   involves children playing roles that are not 

their own.  The second stage in the development of self is known as the  ‘game stage’. In playing a game, 

children come to see themselves from the perspective of the other   participants   or  from   the perspective 

of   ‘the generalized other’. 
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              The   development   of a  ‘consciousness of self’ is  essential .It provides the basis for thought and action, and 

the foundation for human society. With an awareness of self, individuals are able to see themselves as 

others see them. This provides   the basis for ‘cooperative action’ in society. It is through   the  ‘generalized 

other’ that the social process influences the behavior of the individuals .   

              Mead    does    accept  the  existence of   culture and   is  of  the  opinion  that  social roles does shape human 

behavior to some extent,  but  humans still have considerable  ‘choice’ as to how they behave. This   is  so  as 

a)many  ‘’cultural expectations’’  are not specific. b)Individuals  have considerable choice as to which roles 

they enter.  c)subcultures  exist and people can choose which of them to join. d)at times it may be 

impossible to act in accordance with a social role.  Social roles ,  therefore  are    not  fixed or unchanging.  

They   are  constantly being modified in the course of interaction. 

              Therefore, according   to  Mead,  as a  result   of  human interaction , human  beings  both   actively  create   

the social environment and are   also  being shaped by it. The individuals and society are regarded as 

‘inseparable’. Without communication in terms of symbols whose meanings are shared   these processes 

would not be possible.            

  Symbolic   Interactionists   have  been   critiqued   for  concentrating   on   ‘ particular situations and 

encounters,’ with little reference to the historical events leading up to them or the wider social framework  

in  which  they  occur.  Also   in stressing the flexibility and freedom of human action, interactionists   tend to 

downplay the constraints on action. This is because   they   consistently fail   to give an account of social 

structure. Meanings are not spontaneously created in interaction situations, instead, they are systematically 

generated by the social structure. 

Despite   the  criticisms,  George  Herbert  Meads   theory  of  ‘Self   and  Identity’  through  it  s  integrative  

orientation   helped  in  firmly  establishing  the  micro scopic   emphasis   of  Symbolic  interactionism. 

 

4. (a) The ‘functional theories of social stratification’ have been critiqued by many scholars on different 

grounds. Discuss.                                                                                                                                                               20 

Approach: 

• Briefly outline Basic tenets of the ‘’functional conception of stratification’’ 

• Briefly the ‘’functions of stratification system’’ - Talcott Parsons, Davis & Moore 

• Critique: Negative-Marxist Perspective, Melvin Tumin, Michael Young, Empirical reality. 

• Conclusion: Peter Saunders 

Answer: 

‘The functionalist perspective seeks to explain social stratification in terms of its contribution to the 

maintenance of social order and stability in society. They look to social  stratification to see how far it meets 

the ‘’functional prerequisites.’’ of society. 

Talcott Parsons, argues that stratification systems derive from common values. Since value consensus is 

essential, for  ‘order,  stability and  co  operation’  in  society, therefore some form of stratification is 

essential and also ‘just, right and proper’. The ‘shared value system’ keeps in check, the conflict between 

hierarchically arranged groups. 

Kingsley Davis and Wilbert E. Moore in an article entitled ‘Some Principles of Stratification’, begin with the 

observation that stratification exists in every know human society. People differ in terms of their ‘innate 

ability and talent’ and positions differ in terms of their ‘functional importance’ for the survival of society. An  
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important   function of stratification is to match the most able people with the functionally important 

positions. It does this by attaching ‘high rewards’ to those positions.  Therefore , stratification  system  

meets   the  essential  ‘functional  prerequisite of  ‘’effective  role  allocation    and  performance’’ 

The Functionalist perspective therefore regard stratification systems as a ‘functional necessity’ for all 

societies necessary for placing and motivating individuals in the social structure. Their theories imply that 

social inequality is inevitable in all human societies.  

The   ‘functionality  of  stratification  systems’  have  however  been  challenged. The  Marxist perspective 

differs from the functionalist perspective in focusing on divisive rather than integrative aspect of social 

stratification. Marxists regard social stratification as a means through which  the group in the upper rungs 

exploits those in the lower rungs.  

Melvin Tumin criticizes Davis and Moore’s functional theory of stratification on many grounds. Tumin argues 

that at the outset it is not proper to treat certain positions as functionally more important than others. He 

argues that some labour force of unskilled workmen is as’’ important and as indispensable’’ to the factory as 

some labour force of engineers. There is no objective way of measuring the functional importance of 

positions. He  argued that differences in pay and prestige between occupational groups may be due to 

differences in their power rather than their functional importance. 

The second proposition regarding range of talent and the presence of limited number of individuals with 

talents has also been contested by Tumin. He argues that an effective method of measuring talent and 

ability has yet to be devised. The pool of talent in society may be considerably larger than assumed. 

Tumin further argues that social stratification systems rather than motivating individuals can actually act as a 

barrier to motivation and recruitment of talent.. Also according to Tumin, those who occupy highly 

rewarded positions erect barriers to  recruitment. Occupational groups often use their power to restrict 

access to their services, thereby increasing the rewards they receive. 

Tumin concluded that stratification, by it’s very nature, can never adequately perform the functions which 

Davis and Moore assigned to it. It is only when there is a genuinely equal access to training and  recruitment 

for all potentially talented persons that differential rewards can conceivably be justified as functional. Those 

born in the lower strata can never have the same opportunities for realizing their talents as those born into 

the higher strata. 

The ‘dysfunctions of stratification systems’ have been completely overlooked by Davis and Moore. The 

‘’differential rewards’’ can encourage hostility, suspicion, and distrust among the various segments of a 

society e.g. industrial disputes, class wars. 

Michael Young in ‘The Rise of Meritocracy ‘has highlighted the dysfunctions of a meritocratic role allocation 

system. Firstly, members of the lower strata may become ‘’totally demoralized,’’ since those at the bottom 

are clearly ‘’inferior.’’ . The upper stratum free from self-doubt and whose privileges are based on merit, 

may rule the society with arrogance. They may despise the lower strata whose members may find such 

behaviour offensive. This may result in conflict between the ruling minority and the rest of society. 

Therefore, stratification systems based on  ‘’effective role allocation’’ may on balance be dysfunctional. 

Research   also   indicates that, in  western  industrial  societies ,  many members of the upper strata owe 

their position to the fact that they have been born into that strata and that they have capitalized on the 

advantages provided by their social background. 
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Peter Saunders, subscribing to the market liberal perceptive, does not accept the ‘functionalist claim’ that 

stratification systems based on economic differences are inevitable. However, he certainly agrees with the 

functionalists that they are desirable. 

Therefore, the ‘functionality of stratification systems’ have however been challenged. However, the 

functionalists claim that stratification systems are inevitable is substantiated by empirical evidence. 

 

4. (b) What is ethnicity? Is ethnic identity assuming greater importance in contemporary times? Critically 

evaluate.                                                                                                                                                                                15 

Approach: 

• Define  ‘ethnicity’ 

• Describe  how   and  why  ethnicity  becomes  an  integral  part  of  ‘individual    and   group  ‘ identity. 

• Causes   for  assertion  of ‘ethnic  identities’: Globalization,  migration  ,   resource  competition. 

• Approaches  to  dealing  with  issues  of ‘ethnic  diversity’ and   ‘mobilization  of  ‘ethnic  identities’. 

• Conclusion: Empirical  reality. 

Approach: 

‘Ethnicity’ refers to the cultural practices and outlooks of a given community of people which sets them 

apart from others. Different characteristics may serve to distinguish ethnic groups, the most usual ones are 

a) language, b)history or ancestry c) religion and styles of dress or adornment. Ethnic groups see 

themselves as ‘culturally distinct’ from ‘other’ groups and are seen by   others   as different. . There is   

therefore ,nothing innate about ethnicity, it is a purely ‘social phenomenon’ that is produced and 

reproduced over time.  

Socialization, helps  members  of  society  to   assimilate  the lifestyles, norms and beliefs of ethnic 

communities. Ethnic groups  are  marked   out  by   use  of ‘exclusionary devices’, such as the prohibiting of 

intermarriage, which  helps  to  maintain culturally established boundaries. Ethnicity   provides  an  

important   thread of continuity with the past and is often kept alive through the practices of cultural 

traditions.   Though   ethnicity is  an ‘attribute’ possessed by all members of a population, but  generally  in  

practice it is   most often associated  with minority groups  within  a  population.                   

According   to  Eriksen, ethnicity   relates   to ‘aspects of relationships between groups which consider  

themselves, and are regarded by others, as being  ‘culturally themselves’, and are regarded by others, as 

being ‘culturally distinctive.’ He  argues   that    the ‘cultural’  emphasis in the term ethnicity makes it a much 

more useful concept than ‘race’. Eriksen   distinguishes   between different types of ethnic group: 

a)Urban Ethnic Minorities: Consisting   of groups of ‘immigrants and their descendants’ concentrated in 

towns and cities . Ex.  South Asians in Britain,  Hispanics in the USA, Chinese in Indonesia and Koreans in 

Japan. 

b)Proto-nations or ethnonationalist movements : These  are  minority  ethnic  groups  that   are  actively  

seeking  an  independent    state. Ex. Tamils   in  Sri  Lanka,  Kurds,  Palestine,  Basques  in  Spain,  Bretons  in  

France. 

c)Ethnic groups in Plural societies: These groups seen as ‘ culturally distinctive’ within ‘colonially created 

states.’ During colonialism such societies became more ethnically diverse as a result of migration. Ex. 
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Societies in Kenya, Indonesia, and Mauritius. Such ethnic groups have never sought independent nationhood 

but are likely to compete for resources with one another and may well hold stereotypical views of each 

other.  

In   contemporary   times , many states  are characterized by multiethnic populations. They   are ethnically 

diverse as  a   result   of a)long  histories  of  changing borders, b)occupations by foreign powers and 

c)regional migration. Other societies have become multiethnic more rapidly, as a result of deliberate   

policies  encouraging  migration. 

In an age of  globalization and rapid  social change, the rich benefits and complex challenges of ethnic 

diversity are confronting a growing number of states. As  a  result  of accelerated    international  migration,  

multi  ethnic  societies  are  becoming  the  norm. Many  a  times  , this  ethnic  diversity  ,  leads to   

competition for ‘resources ‘  in  terms  of  having  access  to  jobs ,  wealth   and  power .Mobilization  around  

‘ethnic  identities’ is  often  resorted  to  by  ethnic   groups.  Cultural  distinctiveness  is  often  highlighted  as 

a  basis  of ‘discrimination’  in  society ,  with  regard  to  allocation of  wealth , power  and  prestige .  

Owing  to  growing  ‘global  inequalities’, ‘three   primary models’ of ethnic integration, have been   adopted  

to  deal  with     challenges  of  ‘ethnic diversity’ and  assertion of  ‘ethnic  identities.a) assimilation b)  

‘melting pot’  c) cultural pluralism or multiculturalism. 

An assimilationist approach demands that immigrants   ‘change’ their language, dress, lifestyles and cultural 

outlooks as part of integrating into a new social order. Melting pot.  :Rather than the traditions of the 

immigrants being dissolved in favour of those dominant, they become bonded to form new, evolving cultural 

patterns. Traditions and customs of immigrant populations are not abandoned. ‘’Hybrid forms’’ of cuisine, 

fashion, music and architecture are manifestations of the melting pot approach. Cultural pluralism, is one   

in   which ethnic cultures are given full validity to ‘exist separately, yet participate in the larger society’s 

economic and political life. Ethnic groups are   ‘distinct but equal’. 

These  approaches  ,  in multi ethnic   societies  ,  help  in  dealing  with  issues of  ‘ethnic  identities, leading  

to  conflict  and  tension  in  society. However  to   achieve ‘distinct but equal’ status ,demands  major 

struggle. ‘Ethnic minorities ‘are still perceived by many people as a threat, to their job, their safety and to 

the ‘national culture’. The scape goating of ethnic minorities is a president tendency. An  alternative  is  ‘ 

sophisticated multiculturalism’, which   emphasizes the importance of  ‘national identity and national laws’, 

and also the fostering of connections between different social and ethnic groups. 

 

3. (a) ‘Social exclusion’ has come to indicate the growing inequalities in a fast changing world. Evaluate the 

various dimensions of social exclusion.                                                                                                                         15 

Approach: 

• Describe ‘Social Exclusion’-Concept and Importance of the term. 

• Dimensions of-‘Social Exclusion’ 

• Social Exclusion at the top 

• Conclusion: Critique and Contribution 

Answer: 

The   notion  of  ‘social   exclusion’  has  been  introduced  by  sociologists  to broaden  the issues involved  in  

thinking   about  the most  ‘’ deprived  groups’’  in   society.  It  has  been  used  by  many sociologists  to  
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assess  the  ‘’inequalities’’  present  in  society.  Social  exclusion  refers   to   the  ways in  which individuals  or  

groups  may  become  cut  off  from  full  involvement  in  the  wider   society.  

Social exclusion    has   been    distinguished   from   poverty.     Poverty   refers  to  a   lack  of  material    

resources,  whereas    social  exclusion   includes   a  broader  range  of  ways  in  which  people   may be  

disadvantaged  in   society.  Roger  Lawson  therefore   describes    social  exclusion as   becoming  detached   

from  the  broader    social       and  economic  experiences  of mainstream  society.   

Social  exclusion  is  therefore   a  multi  -dimensional   and   multi –level  concept   than  poverty. It  captures   

the  many  overlapping    factors   that  may exclude  a  person  from  society, rather  than  ‘’income  alone.’’ It  

is  a  multi –dimensional  process  in  which  various forms of  exclusion  are  combined. 

Social exclusion   therefore    being    a   ‘’broad   and   dynamic concept ‘’ ,  has  certain  important  

dimensions  to  it. These  are: Poverty;  Labour   market  exclusion;  Living  in  disadvantaged   

neighbourhood;   lack  of  opportunities  to  learn;  suffering  health   inequalities; disruption  of  family   life; 

exclusion  from social  relations; 

i)Poverty: 

An  adequate  income  is  necessary   to  provide  people  with  the  resources   to  live  active   fulfilling  lives.  

Poverty   can   exacerbate   other   aspects   of  social   exclusion   by  making  it  difficult   for   the  deprived  to  

afford  to  participate  in  many  socially  important  activities. 

ii)Labour  Market   Exclusion. 

Work help protect against low  income, it  also  helps  people  avoid  the   negative  impact  of  unemployment  

on  health    and  provides  people  with  the  social  networks  necessary  to  avoid other  types of  exclusion. 

iii)Lack  of  opportunities   to  learn. 

A  lack  of   education  and   training  is    the  most  important driver   behind  poverty and  social  exclusion.  

Skills  are  increasingly  important  in  the  labour  market, and  without  them  there  is  a high  risk  of  

unemployment.  

iv)Living in  disadvantaged  neighbourhood. 

Some areas experience problems such as high crime, poor services and poor health, which can make 

individual’s problems worse. 

v) Suffering  health  inequalities 

Poor   health    may  prevent  people   from  taking   advantage  of   opportunities    to  work,  to  learn and to  

participate  in  society. Class,    ethnicity,  gender  have  an  influence  on  health  inequalities. 

vi)Disruption  of  Family  life 

Lone  parenthood   and  the  breakup  of  relationships    are  associated  with  a  fall  into low  -income and 

place  a  considerable  strain  on  the  parent  primarily  responsible  for   children. 

vii)Exclusion  from  social    relations. 

It can mean that individuals are unable to participate in common social activities such as visiting friends and 

family, celebrating special occasions, spending time on hobbies, taking holidays it can also involve a lack of 
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practical and emotional support in times of need or about important life changes. Some people are excluded 

from social relations because they are confined to their home, due to disability, caring responsibilities or 

because they feel unsafe on the streets. 

The   different   dimensions    may work  together   to  reinforce   social  exclusion. According  to  Percy  Smith,    

there could  be  concentration  of  the  above  dimensions   in  particular    groups  ex.  elderly, ethnic   

minorities,  disaffected   youth, elderly. 

Social exclusion  is   however   not   only  the  result  of  people ‘’being  excluded’’.  It  can  also  result  from  

people   excluding   themselves  from   aspects  of   mainstream   society . Not  all  cases of exclusion  occur  

among  those  who are disadvantaged  at  the  bottom  of  the  society.  New   dynamics  of  ‘social  exclusion’ 

at   the  top  have  been  emerging.  A  minority  of   individuals   at the  very  top  of society   can  ‘opt  out’ of  

participation  in  mainstream   institutions   by  merit  of  their  ‘affluence  ,  influence  and  connections.’ 

This   elite  exclusion  at  the  top  of  society   can  be  in  different  forms. The  wealthy  might  retreat  fully  

from  the  realm  of  public  education  and  healthcare  services,  preferring  to  pay  for  private  services  . 

Affluent   residential   communities   are  increasingly  closed  off  from  the  rest  of  the   society -  the so  

called  ‘’gated  communities.’’ Just  as  social  exclusion  at the  bottom  undermines  social  solidarity    and  

cohesion  ,  exclusion  at  the  top  is   similarly   detrimental   to  an   integrated    society. 

The   concept  of social  exclusion   therefore   emphasizes  the   importance  of  both material  inequality    

and  inequalities  of  power. The  multi –dimensionality  of  the  concept   has  played  a  valuable  role  in   

broadening  the  debate  about  what  constitutes  a  good  quality  of  life   to  include  more  than  purely  

material  considerations  . It  also  encourages policy  makers  to  coordinate  a  wide  range  of   policies    to  

improve  the  position  of  the disadvantaged. 

According    to  Ruth  Lister , the  idea  of  social  exclusion  also  highlights   the ‘ denial’    of a  wide  range  of   

‘social  rights’  ex. educational    and  housing  rights, which  are  not  covered by  the  concept  of  poverty.   

At  the  same  time  ,it  has  been argued  that   because  of  it s multi –dimensionality  ,it  is  difficult  to  define  

precisely  and  measure  reliably  social  exclusion. There   could  be  problems  in using  the  concept  to  

compare   different  societies  which  have  different  norms  and  patterns  of  social  interaction. Furthermore  

tackling  some  aspects  of  social  exclusion   may  be beyond  the  power  of  governments. Notwithstanding  

these  limitations   the  notion  of  social  exclusion has  broadened  the  understanding  of  deprivation  in  

society.  Many  of  these  types  of  deprivations   concern  the  inability  to  participate  fully  in  society  in  

ways that are  only   partly   shaped   by  material  resources. 

 

5. (b) Discuss the implications of ‘social mobility’ at the ‘individual’ and ‘societal level,’ in different structures.  

15 

Answer: 

• Social mobility refers to the “movement of individual or group between within different levels of social 

stratification”. It   is usually measured in terms of occupational rankings, income and consumption 

patterns of the upwardly or downwardly mobile groups or individuals. It   therefore , not only impacts’ 

individuals or groups but also the society as a whole. 

• Pitrim  .A. Sorokoin,  studied  systematically  for  the first  time , the  consequences  of social  moibility.   

Impact of social mobility can be considered on these  important  dimensions: 
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i) ‘social consequences’ dealing with the impact of social mobility on the ‘whole society’ 

ii) ‘social-psychological consequences’ dealing with the impact of social mobility at  an  ‘individual  

level.’ 

Impact   of  social  mobility  on  whole  society. 

� Impact on the structure of the society:  

According to Max  Weber,  Anthony  Giddens,  Frank  .Parkin there will be rise and expansion of the 

middle class. Kerr and Barnard have   put forth the Embourgeoisement thesis, which states that, due to 

technological advancement there will be rise in the wages of manual workers and they will achieve 

‘middle-class status.’ Hence, instead of a ‘pyramidal structure’, we will have ‘diamond shape 

stratification system.’  It  will  also  prevent    ‘polarization’ of classes  in  industrial  economy. 

� Impact on the class solidarity in the society: 

‘Class solidarity’ is the ‘degree of cohesiveness’ of a particular class in the society. Hence the ‘rate of 

social mobility’ has important implications for class solidarity. According to  Ralph  Dahrendorf, social 

mobility has also led to ‘diminution of class prejudices and intensity of class conflicts.’ According to many 

sociologists, such as  Anthony  Giddens, Karl  Marx,  have  argued  that   the ‘rate of social mobility is 

inversely proportional to class solidarity’. 

However,  according  to  Goldthorpe and Llewellyn, since ‘upward mobility’ is greater than   downward 

mobility in contemporary societies, few will move down to level of working class. This will lead to the 

formation of a ‘homogenous working class’ and there will be greater potential for class solidarity.  

� Impact on the social order: 

Emile  Durkheim has discussed the  ‘negative implication’ of social mobility for the society . . According 

to him, when the stratification system is not subjected to any constraints, and   there are  no    legitimate 

limits   of one’s aspirations, any sudden rise in power or economic disasters ,  could   have ‘ dissociative’ 

impact on the social integration of the society,  or  anomie . 

According to Pitrim  Sorokin, social mobility contributes to ‘instability of the social order’, ‘cultural 

fluidity’, diminishing solidarity.  But at the same time, it facilitates economic prosperity and a rapid 

social progress. 

According to Melvin  Tumin, in contemporary societies, ‘consumption of power and property’ has 

become the most important criteria for social mobility. This has led to denigration of work, which has 

‘negative consequences’ for social integration. Further rapid social mobility leads to imbalance of 

institutions like family, kin groups, religion, which are now measured against the yardstick of income and 

wealth generation. 

Lipset and Bendix have emphasized that social mobility has different implications in ‘different social 

structures.’ Social mobility is more disruptive in its effects in traditional societies, which have  ‘ascriptive   

system of stratification’ with high degree of status rigidity. While industrial society is marked by 

openness of its stratification system, hence social mobility is a ‘normal  process’ favourable for the 

maintenance of the system. 
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In contrast to the dismal picture of the social order portrayed by the exponents of “dissociative 

hypothesis”, Frank Parkin while studying the effects of the ‘upward mobility’ concluded that it acts as a 

political safety valve. It provides opportunities for the ‘fulfilment of aspirations’ of individuals to reach 

‘higher status and pay’. As a result it prevents development of frustration and weakens the intensity of 

class conflict.  

Wilensky and Edwards while studying ‘downward mobility’ concluded that when people move down in 

the hierarchy they do not accept the lowly position and aspire to regain their lost status.  

Impact   of  social  mobility  on  the  individual. 

� Modern industrial societies usually organized around the democratic ethos   of ‘’opportunity  for  all’, 

enjoins upon all the members of that society to aspire for a most sought after position in the society. 

Therefore, the people who do not reach their desired goals usually ‘suffer from mental strain,’ evoked 

by their   ‘denial of self-worth’. It may also lead to   ‘rejection of the ‘self’. According  to  Veblen, it   acts 

as a barrier to the  ‘possibility of self enhancement’ 

� S. M. Lipset and H. L. Zetterberg, have listed out the social consequences of a predominantly 

psychological phenomenon. Some people may reject the dominant values of the upper classes.  This  

may   take  the  form  of  ‘lower-class religious values’ which morally deny the values accorded to wealth 

and power.The rejection of ‘dominant values’ and ‘assertion of self-worth’ could take the form of 

rebellious ‘Robin Hood’ bands, or formal revolutionary, or social reform movements. 

� ‘Anomie’, a well-known concept, explained by Emile  Durkheim spreads through the society when its 

members become ‘highly mobile.’ The age-old definitions of  various  roles   and  statuses  are  distorted  

and   also  replaced  by others .This  has  disruptive  consequences  for  socialization  of   the young  ones  

and  even  the  adults need  to  ‘re  socialize ‘them.  This  diffusion of insecurity amongst  the   population  

on a mass-scale,  has led  to  what thinkers   have  termed  as  ‘ atomization of individual’,’ fragmented 

personality’ or the   ‘marginal man’. 

� Though  , the social psychological consequences of social mobility may be disruptive in their impact, yet 

some people may find in their individual mobility an ‘affirmation of self-worth,’ a ‘positive culmination  

of  their  individual  effort.’ 

 

5. (c) Max Weber’s understanding of ‘Social Stratification’ is closer to empirical reality. Comment.                 15 

Approach: 

• Max Weber’s conception of stratification system’ multi dimensional’-as struggle occurs in society not 

just for ‘economic resources’, but for ‘political power and ‘prestige/esteem’. 

• Weber’s conception of ‘class’, as a  dimension of  stratification. 

• Weber’s  conception  of   ‘status  groups’  , as a  dimension  of  stratification ,  either  overlapping   with   

or  independent  of  ‘class’. 

• Weber’s conception of  ‘political  parties’, as  a  dimension  of  stratification , either  overlapping  with 

or independent  of   ‘status  groups’  and  ‘class’. 

• The  complex  interplay , between  the  three  , leads  to  a more  objective  analysis  of  stratification  

systems   rather    than class based stratification  systems. 

Answer: 
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Max Weber developed a ‘complex, multidimensional  view of society.’ According  to  him,  social 

stratification  results from  a struggle for’ ‘scarce resources’  in society  and  though  these   struggles  are  

primarily concerned with economic resources, yet  it can also involve struggles for ‘prestige’ and ‘political 

power’ .  Social stratification   therefore , is not  simply a matter of class, but is shaped by two further 

aspects: ‘status’ and ‘party’. These three  elements of stratification’ produce an enormous number of  

‘possible positions’ within society, rather than the more   ‘rigid bipolar  model’ proposed  by  Karl  Marx. 

Max Weber, like Karl  Marx, saw class in economic terms.  However  , factors other than the ‘ownership or 

non-ownership of property’ are significant in the formation of classes. The  ‘market value of the skills’ of the 

‘property less groups’ varies and the  differences in economic returns are sufficient  to produce different  

‘social classes’. He  identified  four  classes  in  capitalist  societies. a) propertied upper class b) property less 

white-collar workers c) petty bourgeoisie  d) manual working class. According  to  Weber  ,  there  occurs   a   

diversification  of  classes  , in capitalistic  societies. Also ,the   white-collar ‘middle class’ expands rather 

than contracts as capitalism  develops.  

According   to   Max   Weber  , ‘class’ forms only  one possible basis for power. He   rejected   the  Marxist     

view  that  ‘political power ‘necessarily derives from economic  power. Class forms   one  possible basis for  

‘group formation, collective action and the acquisition of political power’, there are other bases for these 

activities. The   distribution of power in society is not necessarily linked to the distribution of   ‘  class  

inequalities’  . 

According   to   Max Weber   , groups are also   formed  , because their members share a similar ‘status 

situation’. Status refers to the   unequal distribution of ‘social   honour’. Occupations, ethnic,  religious 

groups, and, ‘ lifestyle’, are accorded differing degrees of ‘prestige or esteem’ by members of society. 

However   unlike   classes, members of   ‘status groups’  are almost always aware of their ‘common status 

situation.’ They share a similar lifestyle, identify with and feel they belong to their status group. According   

to   Weber , status groups’ reach their most developed form in the caste system of traditional Hindu society 

in India. 

‘Social closure’ involves the exclusion of some people from membership of a ‘status group.’ In the caste 

system social closure is achieved through prohibitions  ,preventing  members of a caste from marrying  into  

other   castes. In modern Britain, studies of  ‘elite self-recruitment’ suggest that certain types of jobs,  

positions in the civil service, are usually filled by those who have attended public school. In Britain,  

individuals from  ‘aristocratic families’ continue to enjoy considerable ‘social  esteem’ even when their 

fortunes have been lost. 

Weber’s observations on status groups are important because they suggest that in certain situations status 

rather than class provides the basis for the formation of social groups. In addition, the presence   of   

different  ‘status groups’  within a single class, and of  ‘status groups’ which cut across class divisions, can 

weaken  class solidarity  and  class consciousness. 

In modern societies, Max  Weber pointed out,  ‘party formation’ is an important aspect of power, and can 

influence  ‘stratification’ independently of class and status. He   defined  parties as groups which are 

specifically concerned with ‘influencing policies and making decisions in the interests of their membership.’ 

Parties include a variety of associations,   the mass political parties of Western democracies, pressure or 

interest groups.  

Weber  is  of  the  opinion   that   parties often, but not necessarily,  may  represent the interests of classes 

or status groups. They   may  be partly  ‘class parties’ and partly ‘status parties,’ but sometimes they can  be 
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neither. Therefore  ,  the   relationship between political groups and class  and status groups is far from clear-

cut. Just as ‘status groups’ can both divide classes and cut across class boundaries, so parties can divide and 

cut across both classes and status groups. 

Therefore,  in   Max   Weber’s analysis , the  interplay of ‘class, status and party’ in the formation of social 

groups is  ‘complex and variable’. Karl   Marx attempted to reduce all forms of inequality to social class . He  

tended to explain both   ‘status differences’ and ‘party organization’ in terms of class. Max   Weber argued, 

even though each is   influenced by them, both can in turn influence the economic circumstances of 

individuals and groups. 

Therefore, Max Weber’s theory of social  stratification  show that other dimensions of stratification besides 

class strongly influence people’s lives.  The   complex interplay of class, status and party as separate aspects 

of social stratification create  a    more ‘flexible basis’   for empirical analyses of stratification  systems. 
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